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April 2018 

Dear Parents, 

This term is always a busy one with SATs, reports, Secondary School preparation and of course Leavers  Assembly. 

There is so much learning still to be done within our science/ geography project of Changes . 

Firstly, in science, we will be covering the subject of Our Bodies . The children will be learning about the functions of 

the heart and the different types of blood vessels. They will be making their own documentary about the heart, what it 

does and why it is important. This will then move on to discussing a balanced diet and interviewing others about what 

they need to do to stay healthy. During this topic, the children will be using their mathematical skills to create bar 

charts, line graphs and pie charts to represent information. We will also be visiting the Life Caravan which will be 

visiting school in the week beginning 14
th

 May.  

Changes  also offers the chance to look at the physical development of children (puberty) which we will cover during 

sessions of Sex Education. This will include changes their bodies go through and why, and conception. We will be using 

a DVD for the latter. If you would like a preview, please do not hesitate to borrow it this half term. 

During the second half term there will be two mini-projects. The first being a whole school DT and Science project 

based on the book, Aliens in Underpants. Oak class will be looking at making moon buggies linked to friction. Any help 

with measuring, sawing and electronics would be greatly received- it will occur the week beginning 25
th

 June.  

Also, during the latter half of this term, we will be studying African landscapes in Art. This is based on an Elephant 

sculpture being loaned to us by the Creative Learning Services. A pair of old gardening gloves might be required the 

weeks of 11
th

 and 18
th

 June –I  will let you know nearer the time. 

SATs begin on Monday 14
th

 May and continue the whole week. The children will have one grammar test that involves 

spellings, one reading/comprehension test and three mathematics tests (one arithmetic and two reasoning papers). As 

you can see it will be a long week: lots of sleep will be necessary! The five weeks previous to this will be concentrating 

mostly on revision and consolidation of skills- please do all you can to ensure your children are in school. 

Subjects related to the above projects include RE (A Christian building and The Respect of Rights), French, PE (Quik 

Cricket and orienteering), PSHCE (Moving on and Democracy) and computing (Blogging and Media). Brass lesson will 

continue for this term. A word of apology from Mrs Millward: the concert originally organised by the LSMS for year 6, 

on Wednesday 27
th

 June, is now only for the Year 5 Brass players. 
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As usual, homework will be weekly spellings, reading (independently and discussing with an adult) and two activities 

set on Monday. Please ensure the latter is done thoroughly and neatly-it is an essential aspect of your child s 

education. However, during the final half term, the children like a little more autonomy so projects and presentations 

are usually organised.  

During English, the class will be writing for a variety of purposes: to recount (diaries), entertain (narrative, poetry and 

play scripts) and discuss. The children will be applying their grammar knowledge through these genres and working 

hard to learn the challenging spelling patterns of the curriculum. 

Now we have covered the majority of the Maths Curriculum, it leaves this term free to help the children become more 

adept at using their knowledge more deeply to solve multi-step problems. We will also go over tricky areas of algebra 

and fractions again.  

As always, if you have any queries or worries, please do not hesitate to pop in and speak to me. 

I look forward to seeing all the Year 6 parents at Leavers assembly which will be on the very last day of term. More 

information will follow. 

 

 

Mrs N Bailey 
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